AIR NATIONAL GUARD (ANG)  
Military Personnel Appropriation (MPA)  
Announcement

Please submit ADOS application to Col Lisa Nemeth, lisa.a.nemeth.mil@mail.mil

If unable to encrypt or the application is over 4MB, please coordinate with the POC below

ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER: HAF AF/A3 MPA 2020-001
CLOSE OUT DATE: 27 March 2020
POSITION TITLE: Airpower Strategist (Action Officer – CHECKMATE)
POSITION INFORMATION: Tour Length: 1 June 2020 - 30 Sep 20 (Tour intent is for multiple years pending funding and Airman's continued eligibility)

Operational Experience - Required
Top Secret Clearance - Required (Candidates must be immediately eligible for SCI indoctrination)
Strategy/Planning experience - Required
PME – Desired for current grade
Advanced Studies Graduate – Desired
Contingency Wartime Planning Course - Desired
Weapons Instructor Course – Desired
SAP/IJSTO Experience – Desired
AFCAT or EOC Experience – Desired

RANK/GRADE REQUIREMENT: Maj – Lt Col
ANY AFSC eligible for R16G4 or Y16G4 AFSC will be considered.

LOCATION: Pentagon ADM, VA
WHO MAY APPLY: Qualified Air National Guard Officer, Nationwide
POC: Col Lisa Nemeth, HQ USAF/A3G, 703-695-7351
Lisa.a.nemeth.mil@mail.mil
Position Description (Duty Description):

The Directorate of CHECKMATE reports directly to the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations (HQ USAF/A3K). Checkmate’s activities focus on enhancing the Chief of Staff of the Air Force’s ability to provide best military advice (BMA) in his primary roles as a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the Air Force Service Chief. Checkmate is organized in alignment with the “2+3” challenges established in the 2018 National Defense Strategy (NDS).

Total Force member is required to shape and augment perspective of best military advice to the Chief of Staff of the Air Force with respect to three cross-functional areas: mobilization and utilization of manpower in Title 32 or inactive reserve status, resource allocation to reserve component units prior to mobilization; and the impact pre-mobilization has on training and readiness for Major Combat Operations with respect to Global Integrated Base Plans and Operation Plans.

Selectee will be assigned as an Airpower Strategist and will provide required products and analysis on short notice to the CSAF, Joint Staff and the Secretaries of the Air Force and Defense. The member’s duties involve:

Providing data fusion and analysis for managing manpower, performance evaluation of management, operational, and conceptual systems; devise techniques for determining and portraying relative cost effectiveness information; use mathematical, statistical, and econometric models and techniques to collect, analyze, and develop solutions relating to economic utilization of Air Force resources; conduct studies to support management decisions by relating the specific and quantitative to the broad and qualitative in order to effectively communicate requirements with required operational capabilities, force and mix analysis, arms control and arms limitation doctrines, future capabilities in regard to the overall Air Force operational mission, and analysis of ancillary equipment required to meet the future needs of the service. (Activity Code: S, Duty Prefix: Y)

Providing management to determine objectives and shape decisions. Airmen will support joint planning directly involved with the deployment, employment and redeployment of weapons and supporting systems to accomplish the primary operational missions of the Air Force in the air, space, cyber domains with information fusion. Translates strategic direction into operational requirements and tactical actions with respect to contingency or war planning functions. Demonstrates and applies in-depth understanding of the Air Force portions of joint war, mobilization, and contingency/campaign planning activities associated with multiple functional areas across the joint/coalition and interagency spectrum. Officer will be assigned as a member of the Future Operations Cell within the Air Force Crisis Action Team. (Activity Code: O, Duty Prefix: R)

Brings initiative to build and sustain information conduits for privileged executive communications. Synchronizes cross functional planning teams to vector information and guide strategic communications. Generates and schedules secure teleconferences across the Air Staff and Major Commands globally. Derives classification rules and interprets classification guidance to support Original Classification Authority intent. Ensures Information Security by maintaining access lists and verifying need-to-know for the information being provided and disseminated. Maintains contacts and access to mediums necessary to distribute information effectively. Provides classified courier functions when required. (AFS: 16G4).

- Tour length - 1 - 3 years (Pending funding and Airman’s continued eligibility)

- Tentative start date – 1 June 2020
- Remarks - Aircrew can go back to their home state to fly, but they must fund their travel to/from ADOS Application Procedures form: Located at: http://www.ang.af.mil/Careers/Active-Duty-for-Operational-Support/

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Resume: (SF171 not accepted)

Physical Fitness Assessment: Current Physical Fitness Test (all pages) within past 12 months.

AF Form 422 - Notice of AF Members Qualification Status: With NO restrictions and validated within the last 60 days from the date your application is received. Form must indicate member does not have a deployment restriction (Code 31) or is undergoing an MEB (Code 37). “Working copy” will NOT be accepted. Upon final selection, you may need to provide an updated AF422 within 60 days prior to the tour start date.

vMPF RIP: Must include all pages.

PCARS RIP: Point Credit Accounting and Reporting Systems from vMPF or MilPDS

Sanctuary Waiver: IF TAFMS is 16 years or greater; must submit a Statement of Understanding Waiver of AD Sanctuary.

1095 Day Analysis: Letter with analysis of how many days performed during the last 1,460 days.

TAG (or designated rep ATAG/CoS) and Wing CC Acknowledgment required.

Officers: Last 3 OPRs (no EPR for enlisted) IAW MPFM 07-45 dated 11 Jul 07, para 17b "OPRs on AFRC and ANG Officers are due to the CSS no later than 30 days after close-out and to HQ ARPC no later than 60 days after close-out."